Semantic processing 1 is central to our understanding of natural languages, ensuring accuracy in monolingual communications, and minimizing losses in cross-lingual translations. The mechanism of semantics is a less-charted territory, unlike phonology 2-4 , morphology 5-8 , syntax [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , among other aspects 13 of human languages. Data-hungry algorithms in machine learning achieve impressive success in some tasks of document comprehension 14,15 , through high-dimensional numerical representations of words and phrases 16, 17 . Such computationally taxing algorithms are far from the efficient mechanism by which we humans understand texts and acquire knowledge 18, 19 . Here we advance a cost-effective model that assigns language-independent semantic fingerprints to words in a particular document, without consulting external knowledge-base 16 or thesaurus 20 . Our universal semantic fingerprints quantify local meaning of words in 14 representative languages across 5 major language families. Instead of embedding words into very high dimensional spaces, our method represents each concept by a few dozen parameters, interpretable as algebraic invariants in succinct statistical operations. Concise and transparent, our semantic fingerprints numerically characterise connectivity and association of individual concepts, even with scant input of data. These semantic representations enable a robot reader to both understand short texts in a given language (automated question-answering) and match medium-length texts across different languages (automated word translation).
Semantic processing 1 is central to our understanding of natural languages, ensuring accuracy in monolingual communications, and minimizing losses in cross-lingual translations. The mechanism of semantics is a less-charted territory, unlike phonology [2] [3] [4] , morphology [5] [6] [7] [8] , syntax [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , among other aspects 13 of human languages. Data-hungry algorithms in machine learning achieve impressive success in some tasks of document comprehension 14, 15 , through high-dimensional numerical representations of words and phrases 16, 17 . Such computationally taxing algorithms are far from the efficient mechanism by which we humans understand texts and acquire knowledge 18, 19 . Here we advance a cost-effective model that assigns language-independent semantic fingerprints to words in a particular document, without consulting external knowledge-base 16 or thesaurus 20 . Our universal semantic fingerprints quantify local meaning of words in 14 representative languages across 5 major language families. Instead of embedding words into very high dimensional spaces, our method represents each concept by a few dozen parameters, interpretable as algebraic invariants in succinct statistical operations. Concise and transparent, our semantic fingerprints numerically characterise connectivity and association of individual concepts, even with scant input of data. These semantic representations enable a robot reader to both understand short texts in a given language (automated question-answering) and match medium-length texts across different languages (automated word translation).
Quantitative semantic models for human languages have broad implications, in both linguistics and artificial intelligence. Such models will set the stage for efficient algorithms to clarify the denotations/connotations of words in context, which are vital to comprehension and translation. Previous quantitative studies of phonology [2] [3] [4] , morphology [5] [6] [7] [8] and syntax [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] offered mechanistic explanations for the typological diversity of human languages in these aspects. Our current work presents a quantitative mechanism for semantics that is independent of typological features in specific languages.
The universality of our semantic model draws on the separation of length scales in languages. On short scales such as syllables, words, and phrases, human languages do not exhibit a common pattern related to semantics. Except for a few onomatopoeias, the sounds of words do not affect their meaning 21 . Neither do morphological parameters 22 (say, singular/plural, present/past) or syntactic rôles 11 (say, subject/object, active/passive). In short, there are no universal semantic mechanisms at the phonological, lexical or syntactical levels 23 . Grammatical "rules and principles" 11, 22 play no definitive rôle in determining the inherent meaning of a word.
Motivated by the observations above, we will build our quantitative semantic model on long-range and language-independent textual features. Specifically, we will measure the lengths of text fragments flanked by word patterns of interest ( Fig. 1a ). Here, a word pattern is a collection of content words that are identical up to morphological parameters and syntactic rôles. A content word signifies definitive concepts (like apple, eat, red), instead of serving purely grammatical or logical functions (like but, of, the). Fragment length statistics will tell us how tightly/loosely one concept is connected to another. This in turn, will provide us with quantitative criteria for inclusion/exclusion of different concepts within the same (computationally constructed) semantic field. Such statistical semantic mining will then pave the way for machine comprehension and machine translation.
Usually, one can assume that a reader processes texts at roughly uniform speed (Supplementary Information, section 1.1). So, up to a constant scaling factor, the recurrence times for a word pattern W i are approximately distributed as n ii samples of the effective fragment lengths L ii (Fig. 1a) . Here, while counting as in Fig. 1a , we ignore contacts between short-range neighbours, which may involve language-dependent redundancies (Supplementary Information, section 1.2).
As a working definition, we consider a word pattern W i non-topical if its n ii counts of effective fragment lengths L ii are exponentially distributed, within 95% margins of error (formula (1) in Methods section 'Recurrence and topicality'). This definition hearkens back to the exponentially distributed recurrence times in a randomly reshuffled text 24 , or a memoryless (hence banal) Poisson process (Extended Data Fig. 1b ). In contrast, we consider a word pattern W i topical if its diagonal statistics n ii , L ii constitute significant departure from the Poissonian line (blue line in Fig. 1b ). Notably, in Fig. 1b , most data points for topics in Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice mark systematic downward departures from the Poissonian line. This suggests that the topical recurrence times follow weighted mixtures of exponential distributions (formulae (2) and (3) in Methods section 'Recurrence and topicality'; Extended Data Fig. 1c,c ) .
The diagonal statistics n ii , L ii ( Fig. 1a ) have enabled us to extract topics automatically (Fig. 1b) . The off-diagonal statistics n i j , L i j ( Fig. 1a ) will allow us to determine how strongly one word pattern W i binds to another word pattern W j , through empirical Markov matrices P = (p i j ) ( Fig. 1c ). This matrix formalism consistently reproduces word count statistics (Extended Data Fig. 2a ) through Markov equilibrium. Moreover, the spectrum σ(P) (collection of eigenvalues) is approximately invariant against translations of texts ( Fig. 1d ), which can be explained by a matrix similarity transformation (equation (5) in Methods section 'Markov text model'). Later on, specializing such spectral invariance to individual topical patterns, we will be able to generate semantic fingerprints through a list of topic-specific and language-independent eigenvalues. Here, we will be particularly interested in recurrence eigenvalues of individual topical patterns, which correspond to multiple decay rates in the weighted mixtures of exponential distributions (equation (2) in Methods section 'Recurrence and topicality'). 
English
French Russian Finnish A transition from W i to W j counts towards long-range statistics, if the underlined text fragment in between contains no occurrences of W i , and lasts strictly longer than the longest word in W i ∪ W j . For each long-range transition, the effective fragment length L i j discounts the length of the longest word in W i ∪ W j . b, Recurrence statistics for word patterns in Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, where · · · denotes averages over n ii samples of long-range transitions. Data points in grey, green and red have radii
. Labels for proper names and some literary motifs are attached next to the corresponding coloured dots. Jensen's bound (green dashed line) has unit slope and zero intercept. Exponentially distributed recurrence statistics reside on the line of Poissonian banality (blue line), with unit slope and negative intercept. Red (resp. green) dots mark significant downward (resp. upward) departure from the blue line. c, Empirical Markov matrices P = (p i j ) 1≤i, j≤100 for top 100 content words in four parallel versions of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice. As an estimate for the long-range transition rate p i j , we multiply the geometric mean of 1/L i j by n i j (equation (4) in Methods section 'Markov text model'). For visualisation purposes, each row in P is normalised by M i := max 1≤ j≤100 p i j . d, Distributions of eigenvalues λ of empirical Markov matrices P. Note that both the modulus |λ(P)| and the phase-angle arg λ(P) have nearly language-independent distributions.
Unlike the single exponential decays associated to non-topical recurrence patterns, the multiple exponential decay modes will enable our robot reader to easily discern one topic from another. In general, it is numerically challenging to recover multiple exponential decay modes from a limited amount of recurrence time measurements 25 . However, in text processing, we can circumvent such difficulties by off-diagonal statistics n i j and L i j that provide semantic contexts for individual topical patterns.
To quantitatively define the semantic rôle of a topical pattern W i , we specify a local, directed, and weighted graph, corresponding to a localised Markov transition matrix P [i] . To localise, we need to remove edges between two vertices W i and W j , when L i j and L ji are "long enough" relative to what one could naïvely expect from n i j , n ji and L ii , L j j . Here, for naïve expectation, we approximate the probability P( log L i j > ) by a Gaussian model α i j ( ) (coloured curves in Fig. 2a ) whose mean and variance are deducible from n i j and L ii (equations (6)- (7) in Methods section 'Word translation by numerical semantic fields'). The parameters in the Gaussian model are justified by detailed balance on an ergodic Markov chain, and become asymptotically exact if distinct word patterns are statistically independent (such as α 13 , α 24 , α 31 , α 34 in Fig. 2a ).
Empirically, we find that higher α i j ( ) scores point to closer affinities between word patterns ( Fig. 2a ), attributable to kinship (Elizabeth, Jane), courtship (Darcy, Elizabeth), disposition (Darcy, pride) and so on. Our robot reader automatically detects such affinities, without references other than the novel itself. Therefore, we can use the α i j ( ) scores as guides to numerical approximations of semantic fields, hereafter referred to as semantic cliques.
We invite a topical pattern W j to the semantic clique S i (insets of Fig. 2a 
8413. This operation emulates the brainstorming procedure of a human reader, who associates one word with another only when they stay much closer than two randomly picked words, according to his/her impression.
On a local graph with vertices Experimentally, we resolve the connectivity of an individual pattern W i through the recurrence spectrum σ(R [i] ) (Fig. 2b) . The dominant eigenvalues of R [i] are concept-specific while remaining nearly language-independent (a localised version of the invariance in Fig. 1d ). Such empirical evidence motivates us to define the semantic (3) Otto Frank, the only survivor of the family, returned to Amsterdam after the war to find that Anne's diary had been saved, and his efforts led to its publication in 1947.
(4) As persecutions of the Jewish population increased in July 1942, the family went into hiding in the hidden rooms of Anne's father, Otto Frank 's, office building. , compared to Gaussian model α i j ( ) (coloured curves parametrised by equations (6)- (7) in Methods section 'Word translation by numerical semantic fields'). The numerical samplings of W j 's exhaust all the textual patterns available in the novel, including topical word patterns, non-topical word patterns and function words. Only those textual patterns with over 40 occurrences are displayed as data points. Inset of each frame shows the semantic clique S i surrounding topic W i (painted in black), colour-coded by the α i j ( log L i j ) score. The areas of the bounding boxes for individual word patterns are proportional to the components of π [i] (the equilibrium state of P [i] ). b, Distributions for the magnitudes of eigenvalues (semantic fingerprints) in the recurrence matrices R [i] , for three concepts from four versions of Pride and Prejudice. The colour encoding for languages follows Fig. 1d . The largest e η i magnitudes of eigenvalues are displayed as solid lines, while the remaining terms are shown in dashed lines. Inset of each frame shows the semantic clique S i , anticlockwise from top-left, in French, Russian and Finnish. c, A construction of semantic clique Q ∪ Q (based on Q = {Anne, Frank, die}) weighted by the PageRank equilibrium state π and subsequent question-answering. Top 5 candidate answers, with punctuation and spacing as given by WikiQA, are shown with font sizes proportional to the entropy production score (equation (8) in Methods section 'Query expansion from numerical semantic fields'). Here, the top-scoring sentence with highlighted background is the same as the official answer chosen by the WikiQA team. Like a human reader, our algorithm automatically detects the place "Bergen-Belsen concentration camp", cause "typhus", and year "1945" of Anne Frank's death. • Temperaments (Elizabeth, a delightful girl, often laughs, corresponding to French verbs sourire and rire);
• Co-references (e.g. Darcy as a personification of pride);
• Causalities (such as pride based on fortune).
In the light of this, these semantic cliques S i are useful in text comprehension and question answering. We can expand a set of question words Q into Q ∪ Q , by bringing together the semantic cliques generated from a reference text by each and every question word (Methods section 'Query expansion from numerical semantic fields').
A sample work flow is shown in Fig. 2c , to illustrate how our rudimentary question-answering machine handles a query. To answer a question, we use a single Wikipedia page (without infoboxes and other structural data) as the only reference document and training source. Like a typical human reader of Wikipedia, our numerical associative reasoning generates a weighted set of nodes Q ∪ Q (presented graphically as a thought bubble in Fig. 2c ), without the help of external stimuli or knowledge feed. Here, the relative weights (Methods section 'Query expansion from numerical semantic fields') in the nodes of Q ∪ Q are computable from the PageRank algorithm 27 .
We then test our semantic model (EZ in Table 2 ) on all the 1242 questions in the WikiQA data set, each of which is accompanied by at least one correct answer located in a designated Wikipedia page. Our algorithm's performance is roughly on par with LCLR and CNN 14 , improving upon the baseline by significant margin. This is perhaps remarkable, considering the relatively scant data at our disposal. Unlike the LCLR approach, our numerical discovery of synonyms does not draw on the WordNet database 20 or pre-existent corpora of question-answer pairs. Unlike the CNN method, we do not need pre-trained word2vec embeddings 16 as semantic input. Moreover, our algorithm (EZ * in Table 2 ) performs slightly better on a subset of 990 questions that do not require quantitative cues (How large? How long? How many? How old? What became of? What happened to? What year? and so on). This indicates that our structural model fits associative reasoning better than rule-based reasoning 28 , while imitating human behaviour in the presence of limited data.
In our current work, we define semantics through algebraic invariants that are concept-specific and language-independent. To construct such invariants, we develop a stochastic model that assigns a semantic fingerprint (list of recurrence eigenvalues) to each concept via its long-range contexts. Consistently using a single Markov framework, we are able to extract topics ( Fig. 1b ), translate topics (Figs. 1d, 2b, Table 1 ; Extended Data Fig. 5 ) and understand topics (Figs. 2a,c; Table 2), through statistical mining of short and medium-length texts. In view of these three successful applications, we are probably close to a complete set of semantic invariants, after demystifying the long-range behaviour of human languages.
Transcending spoken and written forms, our semantic fingerprints may serve as a useful analogue (though not necessarily a precise homologue) of the biological neural network 1,23,29 dedicated to semantic processing in a wide variety of human languages. Thanks to the independence between semantics and syntax 11 , our current model conveniently ignores the non-Markovian syntactic structures which are essential to fluent speech. In the near future, we hope to extend our framework further, to incorporate both Markovian and non-Markovian features across different ranges. The Mathematical Principles of Natural Languages, as we envision, must and will combine the statistical analysis of a Markov model with linguistic properties on shorter time scales that convey morphological [5] [6] [7] [8] and syntactical [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] information.
Methods
Recurrence and topicality. To facilitate discussion, we define a textual pattern as either a function word or a word pattern consisting of morphologically related content words (cf. caption to Fig. 2a ). We postulate that a banal textual pattern tends to appear in a document in a memoryless manner, as in a Poisson process (Extended Data Fig. 1b ). Therefore, the long-range time elapse τ = L ii between consecutive encounters of a banal W i obeys an exponential distribution P(L ii > t) ∼ e −kt for a single kinetic rate constant k > 0. The equality log L ii − log L ii + γ 0 = 0 (blue line in Fig. 1b ) marks Poissonian banality when the text is infinitely long. If we have n ii independent samples of exponentially distributed random variables L ii , then the statistic
with probability 95% (Supplementary Information, section 3.1). As a working definition, we consider a word pattern topical, if its δ i value violates the aforementioned inequality, corresponding to significantly non-Poissonian recurrence statistics ( Fig. 1b ). Instead of banal recurrence patterns, we may also encounter a weighted superposition of exponential decays (Extended Data Fig. 1c ,c )
where c m , k m > 0, and ∑ m c m = 1 , (2) a functional form that frequently crops up in dynamic studies of biological macromolecules 25 . The multi-exponential decay laws impose an inequality constraint on the recurrence time τ = L ii :
where γ 0 = 0.57721566... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. This inequality explains the systematic downward departure of data points from the Poissonian critical line (blue line in Fig. 1b ), which has unit slope and negative intercept (= −γ 0 ). Since almost all topical patterns are compatible with the multi-exponential model in (2), we can use these decay modes (recurrence eigenvalues) to identify topics. This provides quantitative foothold for our semantic representations of topical patterns in the current work.
Through statistical analysis of texts, we find that most monosemic function words (such as than) tend to behave like non-topical content word patterns, while polysemic function words (such as most pronouns) tend to behave like topical content word patterns. We are not going to explore these statistical properties of function words further in this work. Accordingly, we mention "textual patterns" only in this section and in the captions to Fig. 2a and Extended Data Fig. 1 .
Markov text model. The entries in our empirical Markov matrix P = (p i j ) 1≤i, j≤N (Fig. 1c ) are given by
where n i j counts the number of long-range transitions from W i to W j , and L i j is a statistic that measures the effective fragment lengths of such transitions (Fig. 1a ). Since we focus on semantic processing 1 instead of syntactic computation 30 , we ignore short-range features (related to syntactical structures that vary by language typology) in our definition of L i j . Similar exclusions of short-range word contacts are also implemented in the n-gram language model of Brown et al. 31 It is worth noting that we construct an empirical Markov matrix by an in situ analysis of a text, without digesting a document (or small parts of it) as a scrambled bag of words, a procedure implemented in conventional algorithms 16, 17, [32] [33] [34] . (The notation p i j in the semantic model of Turney-Pantel 34 is unrelated to ours.) We expect that this empirical Markov matrix P = (p i j ) 1≤i, j≤N is a fair approximation to an ergodic matrix P * = (p * i j ) 1≤i, j≤N , which in turn, governs the stochastic hoppings between content word patterns (Supplementary Information, sections 5-11) during text generation. In other words, we postulate that the long-range dynamics of mental activities for semantic processing 1 is caricatured by an ergodic Markov chain.
To check the consistency of P, we numerically verify that the components of the dominant eigenvector π (satisfying πP = π) are nearly proportional to the word counts contributed by individual text patterns (Extended Data Fig. 2a ). This is compatible with the fact that the ergodic Markov matrix P * has a unique equilibrium state π * (satisfying the invariant measure equation π * P * = π * ), whose vector components represent the probabilities of encountering individual Markov states.
Moreover, the empirical matrix P approaches detailed balance π i p (n) i j ≈ π j p (n) ji after a few iterations (Extended Data Fig. 2b ). Since word patterns typically recur on a time scale that far exceeds the duration of five words, we may further assume, for the sake of convenience, that the ergodic Markov transition matrix P * honours the detailed balance condition π * i p * i j = π * j p * ji for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N. On a Markov chain with detailed balance, the recurrence time τ = L ii of any individual state W i is distributed as weighted superposition of exponential decays (Supplementary Information, section 2.4), as given in (2) . In other words, the detailed balance in Extended Data Fig. 2b is compatible with the data trend in Fig. 1b .
One can explain the invariance of Markov spectrum (Fig. 1d ) through a matrix equation
Here, both sides of the identity quantify the the transition probabilities from words in language A to words in language B, from the impressions of Alice and Bob, two monolingual readers in a thought experiment. On the lefthand side, Alice first processes the input in her native language A by a Markov matrix P A , and then translates into language B, using a dictionary matrix T A→B ; on the right-hand side, Bob needs to first translate the input into language B, using the same dictionary T A→B , before brainstorming in his own native language, using P B . Putatively, the matrix equation holds because semantic content is shared by native speakers of different languages.
In the ideal scenario where translation is lossless (with invertible T A→B ), the Markov matrices P A and P B are indeed linked to each other by a similarity transformation that leaves their spectrum intact. For further discussions on linguistic issues related to Markov spectra, see Supplementary Information, section 1.4.
Word translation by numerical semantic fields. We illustrate our detailed strategies for automated word translation, by focusing on topical patterns in English and French versions of Pride and Prejudice (coloured patterns in Extended Data Fig. 3b,b ) .
If a word pattern W i qualifies as a topic by our definition, then the signals in its coarse-grained timecourse (say, a vector b i = (b i,1 , . . . , b i,61 ) representing word counts in each chapter of Pride and Prejudice) are not overwhelmed by Poisson noise. This vectorisation scheme, together with the Ružička similarity 35 
j 1 between two vectors with nonnegative entries (Supplementary Information, section 1.5), allow us to align some topics found in parallel versions of the same document, in languages A and B (Extended Data Fig. 4 ). Here, in the definition of the Ružička similarity, ∧ (resp. ∨) denotes component-wise minimum (resp. maximum) of vectors; b 1 sums over all the components in b.
To further refine the result in Extended Data Fig. 4 , we need to specify numerical semantic fields through an affinity score α i j ( ). If we have a Markov process on a semantic web that honors detailed balance, then for each fixed word pattern W i , we can determine 36 the distribution of hitting times L i j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N from that of the return times L ii . Further assuming that the distribution of log L i j is nearly Gaussian, we can use the following approximation:
where
These parameter estimates form the numerical criteria for inclusion/exclusion of specific topics in a semantic clique, or statistically constructed semantic field (Fig. 2) . Given a topical pattern W A i in language A, its semantic fingerprint v A i (a descending list of recurrence eigenvalues, as in Fig. 2b ) allows us to numerically locate a semantically close pattern in a parallel text written in another language B, in two steps: (1) Divide the document into K chapters, and define the semantic similarity function as s(
which is a ballpark screening more robust than Extended Data Fig. 4 , with b 0 counting the number of non-zero components in b) and
(2) Solve a bipartite matching problem (Extended Data Fig. 5 ) that maximises ∑ i, j s(W A i , W B j ), using the Hungarian Method 37 attributed to Jacobi-Kőnig-Egerváry-Kuhn 38 .
Admittedly, our semantic cliques have some limitations. At relatively low computational cost, our criterion for semantic dependence
does not distinguish between causal 39, 40 and non-causal relations, nor does it generate semantic webs with hierarchical topologies 41, 42 . For comprehension tasks requiring high-precision causal inference and relationship mining, Bayesian networks 39, 40 and persistent homologies 41, 42 offer more reliable guidance than our approach. Moreover, our semantic matching method does not properly translate polysemic verbs, such as go and take. This is due to our current lack of algorithmic understanding about space, time and causality in Pinker's lexicosemantic theory about verbs 43, 44 .
Query expansion from numerical semantic fields. When we are given a document (of moderate length) and a natural language question as input, we rate and rank the sentences within the document by their relevance to the question, containing topical patterns Q = {W q 1 , . . . , W q K }. We expand the query into Q ∪ Q , a union of semantic cliques: Q ∪ Q = K k=1 S q k . As before, we can construct a localised Markov matrix P = (p i j ) 1≤i, j≤N on this subset of word patterns Q ∪ Q . We further use the Brin-Page damping 45 to derive an ergodic Markov matrix P = ( p i j ) 1≤i, j≤N , where p i j = 0.85p i j + 0.15 N . By analogy to the behaviour of internet surfing 27, 45 , we model the process of associative reasoning 28 as a navigation through the nodes Q ∪Q according to P, which quantifies the click-through rate from one idea to another. The PageRank recursion 27 ensures a unique equilibrium state π attached to P. If our question Q and a candidate answer A contain, respectively, words from W Q 1 , . . . , W Qm ∈ Q and W A 1 , . . . , W An ∈ Q ∪ Q (counting multiplicities, but excluding function words and patterns with fewer than 3 occurrences in the reference document), then we assign the following entropy production score
to this question-answer pair. One may compare the score F [Q, A] to the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy production rate 26 
In Supplementary Information, Tables S9 and S10, we analyse the performance of our question-answering algorithm on each of the 1242 questions in the WikiQA dataset.
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The codes supporting the findings of this study are available in the Supplementary Information. Fig. 1a of the main text for its definition) for the topical pattern Jane(∅|'s), fitted to an exponential distribution (blue line in the semi-log plot) and a weighted mixture of two exponential distributions n Extended Data Fig. 2 | Consistency checks for the Markov matrix P. a, Dominant eigenvector π of a 100 × 100 Markov matrix P, computed from one of the four versions of Pride and Prejudice, in comparison with π * , the list of normalised frequencies for top 100 word patterns. b, Precipitous decays of r n := 1 2 ∑ 1≤i, j≤100 π i p (n) i j − π j p (n) ji from the initial value r 1 ≈ 0.07, for matrix powers P n = (p (n) i j ) 1≤i, j≤100 constructed from four versions of Pride and Prejudice. (In contrast, one has r 1 ≈ 0.33 for a random 100 × 100 Markov matrix.) Such quick relaxations support our working hypothesis about detailed balance π * i p * i j = π * j p * ji . 
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Automated topic extraction. a, Schematic diagram illustrating our graphical representation of morphologically related words in a word pattern. To avoid unprintably small characters, rarely occurring forms (less than 5% of the total sum of all the words ranked above) are ignored in graphical display. To enhance the visibility of word stems, we print shared letters only once, and compress other letters vertically, with heights proportional to their corresponding word counts. b, Word patterns W i in Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, sorted by descending n ii ≥ 20, with font size proportional to the square root of e − log L ii (a better indicator of reader's impression than the number of recurrences n ii ∝ e − log L ii ). Topical (i.e. significantly non-Poissonian) patterns painted in red (resp. green) reside below (resp. above) the critical line of Poissonian banality (blue line in Fig. 1b) , where the deviations exceed the error margin prescribed in formula (1) in Methods section 'Detailed balance and topicality'. b , A similar service on a French translation of Pride and Prejudice. Extended Data Fig. 4 | A low-cost and low-yield word translation, based on chapter-wise word counts b en i and b fr j . Ružička similarities s R (b en i , b fr j ) between selected topics (sorted by descending n ii ≥ 20) in English and French versions (see Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 for stylistic variations in translations) of Pride and Prejudice. Rows and columns with maximal s R (b en i , b fr j ) less than 0.7 are not shown. Correct matchings are indicated by green cross-hairs. Supplementary Information, Fig. S7 -S20 for more versions.) Rows and columns filled with zeros are not shown. Cross-hairs meet at optimal nodes that solve the bipartite matching problem. The thickness of each horizontal (resp. vertical) cross-hair is inversely proportional to the rowwise (resp. column-wise) ranking of the similarity score for the optimal node. Green (resp. amber) cross-hair indicates an exact (resp. a close but non-exact) match. At the same confidence level (0.7) for similarities, this experiment has better recall than Extended Data Fig. 4 , without much cost of precision.
